CLUMBER SPANIEL CLUB OF AMERICA, INC.
RESCUE & PLACEMENT COMMITTEE
246 WESTERN AVENUE
GLOUCESTER, MA 01930-4054
978.559.7544

QUESTIONNAIRE - “FOR CLUMBERS NEEDING NEW PLACEMENT”

OWNER’S NAME: _________________________________ DATE: ____________________________
ADDRESS: _______________________________________ PHONE: (Day) ______________________
Home: __________________________
Cell: ____________________________

KENNEL NAME: _____________________________________________________________________
BREEDER: ________________________________ CO-BREEDER: _____________________________
REGISTERED NAME OF CLUMBER: ________________________________________ AGE: _______
CALL NAME: _______________________________________________MALE: ____ FEMALE: ______
Spayed/Neutered? ________________ If no, has this Clumber been used for breeding? _______________
How long have you owned this Clumber? ___________________________________________________
Is this dog co-owned? _________

If yes, who is the co-owner? ____________________________

Can you provide a release from the co-owner agreeing to this placement? __________________________
Is this Clumber licensed in accordance with local municipal regulations? __________________________
Are AKC papers available? ___________
Will you provide these to the new home upon placement? ____________
Is your Clumber microchipped? _________________________ Do you have the chip #? _____________
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1.

What are your reasons for needing new placement of your Clumber?

2.

What kind of environment is your Clumber accustomed to? (Describe your dog’s exposure to
children, visitors, other dogs, and pets (especially cats), its exercise needs, etc.)

3.

Has your Clumber had any obedience classes?

4.

Any other training such as agility, tracking, hunting, therapy work or a Canine Good Citizen CGC?

5.

Describe your Clumber’s veterinary history and list any specific issues it has had. Were these a
single occurrence or an ongoing condition?

6.

Does your dog need regular medication? If so, please list the medications and for what diagnosis.
Also, are any medications a significant expense?

7.

Most recent vaccinations given and date: ____________________________________________
Heartworm ____________________________ Flea/Tick Preventative______________________

8.

Will you provide copies of the dog’s veterinary history to the new home? We request these be
given to new vets so they can familiarize themselves with this Clumber’s health history and ensure
continuity of care.

9.

Please provide your vet’s name and contact information.

10.

What does your Clumber enjoy most? Is there anything it dislikes or fears?
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11.

Where is your dog during the day? At night? How much time does your Clumber spend along?

12.

Is your Clumber housebroken?

13.

Can your Clumber climb stairs without a problem? Please describe if it has difficulty.

14.

Does your Clumber walk properly on a leash? Does it surge and pull making it difficult to walk
them?

15.

How is your Clumber in the car?

16.

Is your Clumber crate trained? Do you use a crate at all?

17.

Does your Clumber have any bad habits such as excessive barking, fence fighting, destructive
chewing, or digging?

18.

Is there any history of behavioral problems and do they still exist? What actions have you taken to
correct these issues?

19.

Has this Clumber growled at new visitors, whether at home or in an outside setting? If so, was this
an isolated incident or repeated response? Please describe.

20.

Has it exhibited either aggressive or fear-aggressive behavior? If so, please detail those situations.
If anything triggers these reactions, such as toys or food, please explain.

21.

How does your Clumber behave with outside children, pets, (including cats) or in new situations
outside its normal living environment? Do you feel this dog is normally socialized or does it need
some corrective work?
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22.

What is the most favorable situation for your Clumber? Please describe an “ideal” placement?
•
•
•
•
•

Home with or without children
Additional pets for companionship or being the only pet
Someone home during the day
Space and a fenced yard for exercise and play
Lots of one-on-one attention

This questionnaire will help the Rescue & Placement Committee find the most compatible match your
Clumber. A corresponding questionnaire is sent to the homes interested in adopting a Clumber. Keeping
this information on file helps us find the most appropriate home and setting for your dog. If you have any
additional questions, please contact. We are always happy to help you.

RESCUE & PLACEMENT COMMITTEE

Sue Carr, Chair
Gloucester, MA
978-559-7544
scarr7100@mail.com and
East Co-Chair:
Susan Carlson
Newport, RI
401-619-0039
scarlson20@cox.net
Midwest Co-Chair:
Nancy Merk
Castalia, OH
419-271-1312
bassetwoofr@yahoo.com
West Co-Chair:
Nancy Hamilton
Wheat Ridge, CO
303-564-1941
nanhamclumbers@gmail.com
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